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19908. - Geografie - Sbornik CGS, 107,2, pp. 98 - 110 (2002). The Elbe is the largest river 
of the Czech Republic. On the state boundary it has an average long-term flow rate of315 m 3/s 
and it drains 213 of Czech territory into the North Sea. The alluvial plain of the Elbe was from 
the very beginning of our history an important migration corridor and later it gained a 
substantial economic significance. The impulse for the cooperation of Czechs and Germans on 
the Elbe was the unification of Germany. In 1990 an "Agreement about the International 
Commission for the Protection of the Elbe" was signed, and in 1992 regular Czech-German 
expert seminars started to take place. Geographers from the Faculty of Sciences of Charles 
University in Prague participated in the cooperation with German academic institutions. 
They introduced some new methodical approaches into the research of surface water quality 
and they achieved a number of valuable results. In twelve years of intensive scientific 
activities and substantial financial investments into the sanitation of sewage water from the 
largest pollution sources, water quality in the Elbe has improved markedly. 
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1. The Elbe - Hydrographical overview 

Due to its position in the middle of Europe, the Czech Republic is a 
headwater region for European rivers. Around 66.2 % of the state area is 
drained into the North Sea through the Elbe, 24 % into the Black Sea through 
the Danube, and 9.8 % into the Baltic Sea through the Odra. 

From the total Elbe catchment area of 148268 km2, 50 176 km2 (33.8 %) are 
in the Czech Republic, and 96 932 km2 (65.4 %) are in Germany. The 
remaining 1 160 km2 (0.8 %) are in Poland and Austria. 

The Elbe springs in the Krkonose Mountains at an altitude of 1383.6 m 
above sea level. After 364.5 km it crosses the Czech-German state boundary 
and after 1 091.47 km it falls into the North Sea near the city of Cuxhaven. 
Its largest tributary is the river Vltava (Moldau in German); the Vltava, 
however, is superior to the Elbe in all hydrographical parameters including 
the rate of flow. Its catchment area is twice as large as that of the Elbe 
(28 090 km2 compared to 13 714 km2 of the upper Elbe), it is substantially 
longer (433.2 km compared to 258.7 km of the Elbe up to the confluence) and 
is also larger than the Elbe as regards average long-term flow rate (150 m3/s 
compared to the Elbe's 102 m3/s). Therefore, according to all hydrological 
rules, the Vltava should be the main flow of the hydrological system. 
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The average long-term annual flow rate at the estuary to the North Sea is 
877 m 3/s, on the boundary profile Czechia - Germany it is 315 m3/s which 
represent 36 % of the total flow rate. The average long-term annual 
precipitation total in the Czech part of the Elbe catchment area reaches 
659 mm and the average specific runoff is 6.2 l.s-1.km-2 • The average long
term annual runoff in the boundary profile Hfensko is 10.06 mId. m3 . This 
value corresponds with the runoff coefficient of 29.7 % (c = HolHs) , Ho -
average annual runoff depth, HS - average annual precipitation depth). 

In the Czech part of the Elbe catchment area, agricultural land takes up 
55.8 % (plough land 40.7 %, grassland 14.9 %, other agricultural land 0.2 %) 
forest land 32.6 %, water area 2 % and other areas 9.6 % (Nesmenik 1995). 

Fig. 1 - The Elbe 
catchment area 
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2. The Elbe - A connection of historical territories of Czechs 
and Germans 

Already in the Middle Ages, an interconnected settlement and economic 
system originated along the main stream. The alluvial plain of the Elbe 
became an important migration corridor soon after the Czech Basin was 
settled by the first Slavonic tribes. Even today, we can find traces of Po lab ian 
Slavonic tribes along the whole length of the main stream and on the banks 
of its tributaries. In spite of many conflicts in the thousands of years of Czech 
and German neighbOuring, on the Elbe the two nations on its upper and on 
its lower course were rather brought together by the river. 

The economic importance of the Elbe river system was recognized already 
by the Czech king and Roman emperor Charles IV. In 1340 he set up a 
"Commission of Sworn Provincial Millers" which was the highest water
management institute in the Czech Lands. Beside the right of judgement over 
water trespass and beside the supervision of the building of fishponds, weirs 
and gates, the Commission controlled navigation on the Elbe and the Vltava 
rivers. Even the "Royal Count of Navigation" was subject to the Commission; 
the Count resided at the Castle of Stfekov (near the city ofUsti nad Labem) 
and from 1 348 he supervised all navigation on the Elbe in Bohemia and even 
toward Saxony. The transportation importance of the Elbe gradually 
increased and corresponding with it was the growing prosperity of the 
Hanseatic town of Hamburg. This town later became an important gateway 
overseas, even for the Czech lands. 

3. The beginnings of international cooperation on the river Elbe 

In the 1960s, the Rhine was considered to be the most polluted large river 
in Europe. Czechoslovak mass media at that time described its estuary as the 
"cloaca of Europe", while our own problems with water quality were presented 
exceptionally, usually just during major accidents. Only a limited group of 
hydrologists - water quality experts - had information for example about the 
fact that 2 037 of the largest water polluters in the Czechoslovak Socialist 
Republic received government exemptions for the discharge of sewage water. 
In practice this meant that these polluters (large cities, major industrial 
plants) could behave "alternatively" to the provisions of law no. 138/1973 of 
ColI. "About waters" or to the provisions of statutory order no. 25/1975 of ColI. 
"About indicators of the admissible degree of water pollution". 

In 1988, "The Second International Conference for the protection of the 
North Sea" took place in London. The participants appreciated the significant 
success of programs started by the "International Commission for the 
Protection of the Rhine". They agreed that since the 1970s the transport of 
polluting substances from the Rhine estuary to the North Sea decreased 
radically. Therefore, the most important threat to the North Sea at that time 
was represented by the Elbe. Germany, Great Britain and especially the 
Scandinavian countries intensified political pressure upon the governments 
of socialist countries of Central and Eastern Europe. However, out 
representatives vigorously denied the growing inflow of toxic substances into 
the North Sea and the Baltic Sea. 

Only the precipitous political events at the end of 1989 became an impulse 
for international cooperation in the field of water protection. The text of the 
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"Agreement about the International Commission for the Protection of the 
Elbe" was prepared already before the unification of Germany. On 8 October 
1990 it was signed in Magdeburg by Ministers of Environment of the 
Czechoslovak Federative Republic and of the Federal Republic of Germany, 
with the participation of a representative from the European Commission. It 
was the very first mutual agreement for the new Czechoslovakia, Germany 
and the European Union. Mter 45 years of political separation the important 
European stream Elbe became a connection of the two countries, of towns and 
cities lying along it, as well as of the people living on the upper stream and 
the lower stream. 

4. Czech-German seminars about the protection of water 

The tradition of expert seminars of water-managers and research workers 
was established in 1988 in Magdeburg, on the territory of the former socialist 
German Democratic Republic. In the same city, two other seminars took 
place, with German participation only, and always with one single guest from 
Czechoslovakia. In 1992, two leading research laboratories on the two sides of 
the state boundary entered into professional relations - the "T.G.M. Water
Management Research Institute" (Vyzkumny ustav vodohospodarsky) in 
Prague and the institute "GKSS-Forschungszentrum" in Geesthacht; these 
two institutes agreed on organizing joint conferences, so-called "Magdeburg 
Seminars", in two-year intervals. One topical key theme is selected for each 
seminar and it results in the formulation of specific measures to be taken in 
the field of water protection. The both parties thus fulfil the basic ideals ofthe 
European Water Charter which was adopted in Strasbourg 30 years ago: 
"Water knows no boundaries; being a shared resource, it requires 
international cooperation" (see Tab. 1). 

The development of the key themes of the seminars suggests that while at 
the beginning the research teams focused on recording pollution sources and 
on improving water quality, in the following years they rather focused on a 
more complex ecosystemic approach. The scientific conferences last one week; 
the participants speak both Czech and German, and they use simultaneous 
interpretation. At the last seminar in Berlin, there were 30 lectures, and more 
than 100 posters w~re presented. Over 200 participants signed up for this 
year's seminar in Spindleruv Mlyn (near the spring of the Elbe in the 
Krkonose Mountains); there will be 48 lectures and about 120 posters will be 

Tab. 1 - An overview of Czech-German "Magdeburg seminars about water protection" 
organized so far: 

Year Theme Place 

1992 Situation on the Elbe Spindleruv Mlyn 
1994 The Elbe - Ecology versus Economy? Cuxhaven 
1996 Ecosysterp. of the Elbe - Condition, Development Ceske Budejovice 

and Use Ceske Budejovice 
1998 Protection and Use of Water in the Elbe Catchment Area Karlovy Vary 
2000 Management in the Catchment Area Berlin 
2002 Elbe - New Horizont of the Catchment Area Management Spindleruv Mlyn *) 

*) The seminar will take place from 22 to 25 October 2002 
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presented. The ratio of Czech and German participants corresponds 
approximately to the share of the Elbe catchment area: 113 are Czechs and 2/3 
are Germans. 

5. The national project of the Elbe and its aims 

The national project was ordered in 1990 by the Czechoslovak Ministry of 
Environment. One year later, a technical-economic study (Nesmerak 1991) 
was adopted which defined the main goals of the project. These goals were 
supposed to take into account accepted international commitments. If they 
were fulfilled, it would help us to reach the standards of EU member states: 

Gain knowledge about the current condition of water quality in streams 
and of discharged pollution for the selected water quality indicators. 
Propose such conceptual measures (including legal and economic tools) 
which would lead to securing the following aims: 
• Substantial improvement of water quality in the Elbe and in its 

tributaries in such a way as to achieve the possibility of processing water 
at water treatment plants into drinking water. The same applies to 
infiltrated water in quaternary sediments and the possibility of using 
water for irrigation. 

• Improving the condition of biocenoses with the aim of attaining natural 
stream ecosystems and of their alluvial plains. 

• Substantially decrease the amount of polluting substances flowing into 
the North Sea. 

• Provide qualified data for the state administration and for cooperation of 
the Czech Republic within the framework of the International 
Commission for the Protection of the Elbe (Czech abbrev. MKOL, 
German abbrev. IKSE). 

6. Participation of geographers in the solution of the Elbe Project 

Research of surface water quality has a 25-year tradition at the 
Department of Geography and Geoecology of the Faculty of Science of Charles 
University in Prague. In 1976, the author engaged in the solution of a large 
public project called "The influence of natural elements, terrain washing and 
waste substances upon water quality in streams and ponds", where he solved 
the main stage - "Atlas of maps of specific substance denudation in the 
catchment area ofthe Berounka river" (Jansky 1980). 

During the following years, methodology of the research work improved, 
and the area of the re,searched territory grew. Research started in the 
catchment area of the Uhlava (a water supply river in western Bohemia), 
then it was extended to the catchment area of the Berounka (a left-hand 
tributary of the Vltava in Prague) and in the next stage it continued to the 
whole Czech catchment area of the Elbe. 

At the beginning of the 1990s, a close professional relationship developed 
with Universitat Hamburg and some research institutes in Germany (the 
International Commission for the Protection of the Elbe in Magdeburg, the 
Commission ARGE Elbe, and the Centre of Water Quality Control 
"Wassergiitestelle Elbe" in Hamburg). Cooperation during research enabled 
us to gain access to data and to new software which we used to model water 
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quality in the longitudinal profile of streams (e.g. Langhammer, Jansky 1996; 
Langhammer 1997, 1999, 2002). Active contact with hydrologists and water
managers in Hamburg takes the form of lecture stays of pedagogues, practice 
stays of graduates and students. Special hydrological excursions have been 
organized, of German students in the Czech Republic (Karbe, Nellen, Jansky 
1993), and of Czech students in Hamburg and in lower Sacia. Also, a joint 
publication of a monographic type was produced (Karbe, Madler, Jansky 
1992). 

During the last 20 years, students and graduates are regularly engaged in 
the research of water surface quality. A number of diploma theses have been 
defended in our department which contributed to our knowledge of regional 
water quality structure in sectional catchment areas, and some of them even 
represented a valuable methodical contribution (see the list of master theses 
beyond the list of works cited). 

6. 1. Contribution of the geographers to solution 
methodology 

- Beside traditional water-management processes, we introduced the so
called dependency evaluation oj' water quality. It consisted in statistical 
dependency of polluting-substance concentration not only on water flow 
rate, but also on the season of the year. In all examined profiles we 
therefore obtained schematic three-dimensional models of water quality, 
enabling recognition of water quality during any flow rate or during any 
season of the year (Jansky, 1983, Jansky 1991, Pivokonsky, Benesova, 
Jansky 2001). 
Using the software Mike 11, Mike 21 and QUAL 2E enabled us to model 
water quality in a longitudinal profile of the stream, with regard to the 
quantity of discharged sewage water in point sources and hydraulic 
conditions of streams (Langhammer 1997). This methodology also enables 
us to prognosticate the development of water quality in the future. 

- Regional approach to water quality analysis grew to be accentuated more 
and more during the solution. As opposed to water-management engineers, 
we did not evaluate water quality merely in river channels, but we focused 
on the landscape. In most of our works we focused on evaluating the 
balance of substance denudation from catchment areas by means of an 
indicator of specij'ic substance denudation (Jansky 1983, Jansky 1991). Our 
priority was to research scattered substance sources, especially on 
agricultural land. Agriculture had a negative influence upon water quality 
and it markedly changed the face of Czech countryside. During the socialist 
farming epoch, production grew rapidly, but the quantities of artificial 
industrial fertilizers that were used were appalling. The originally 
scattered livestock production was concentrated in gigantic modern farms 
which produced enormous amounts of sewage. The sewage was usually 
transported to insufficient areas of plough land, commonly very near to the 
stables (Jansky et al. 2000). A number of our researches proved for certain, 
that in many regions the negative influence of agriculture is much more 
pronounced than that of municipal and industrial waste (Jansky 2000). 
In order to evaluate substance denudation from and area, we developed a 
grid-oriented GIS model called TYCOM, which is based on a combination of 
information from available distance data about the Earth (Langhammer 
2002). 
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The solution of the Elbe Project became an impulse for the development of 
a new research direction within the framework of geography at the Faculty 
of Science - revitalization of river ecosystems (Matouskova 2002). 

7. Development of water quality in the Czech part of the Elbe 
catchment area during the 1990s 

At the end of the 1980s, the Elbe belonged among the most polluted rivers 
in Europe. From the beginning of the 1990s we have been registering a 
continuous improvement of water quality in the Elbe and in its main 
tributaries. The first changes occurred in the Czech Republic in the period 
from 1990 to 1992 especially due to the marked decrease of volume of 
industrial production. A direct consequence of this industrial crisis was the 
decrease of volume of sewage water discharged into water streams. Further 
improvement of water quality was achieved in the following years due to the 
sanitation of the largest pollution sources in industry and in large 
settlements. Within the framework of the so-called "Immediate program", 30 
sewage water treatment plants were built and reconstructed in the Czech 
part of the Elbe catchment area during the period from 1991 to 1995. In the 
period from 1996 to 1999, within the framework of the so-called "Action 
program", another 12 new or reconstructed sewage water treatment plants 
were commissioned (see Tab. 2). 

The German government participated in the building of new sewage water 
treatment plants and the reconstruction of obsolete sewage water treatment 
plants in the Czech part of the Elbe catchment area with a total sum of 
10.072 mil. USD, that is about 29 % of the total expenses. 

7. 1. Development of surface water pollution from 
municipal and industrial sources 

In 1990, 72.4 % of the 6 million inhabitants in the Czech part of the Elbe 
catchment area were connected to the public sewerage system and 51.6 % to 
the sewage water treatment plants. However, the elimination of total 
phosphorus and nitrogen itselfreached only 4.2 % of inhabitants of the Czech 

Tab. 2 - New and reconstructed sewage water treatment plants in the period from 1991 to 
1999 with a capacity over 20.000 equivalent citizens 

Number of Number of Investments 
sewage water inhabitants (mill. USDl 

treatment supplied (millions 
plants *) of equivalent 

citizens) 

Czechia 42 8.47 306.4 
Germany 139 12.87 2688.4 
Total 181 21.34 2994.8 

*) new and reconstructed sewage water treatment plants 
BOD - biochemical oxygen demand 
TP - total phosphorus 
TN - total nitrogen 
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Pollution 
decrease 

(tons per year) 
BOD TPTN 

40970 730 3870 
42800 2590 10380 
83770 3320 14250 
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Fig. 2 - Development of oxygen concentrations in the boundary profile of SchmilkaIHrensko 
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part of the Elbe catchment area. The average efficiency of the sewage water 
treatment plants was only 46 % in 1990, while 65 % of all sewage water was 
brought to the sewage water treatment plants. 

In 1999, more people were connected to the public sewerage system 
(74.7 %) and to the sewage water treatment plants (63.8 %) A more 
pronounced progress could be observed as regarded elimination of total 
phosphorus and oxygen, which now was provided for sewage water from 
17.6 % of the inhabitants. 

7. 2 . Selected examples of water quality 
imp r 0 v e me n tin the E I bed uri n g the 1 9 9 ° s 

Oxygen conditions. Since 1993, no critical concentrations of oxygen under 
3 mg/l have been registered on the profile Schmilka / Hfensko (Czech-German 
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Tab. 3 - Development of concentrations of chemical oxygen demand (COD-Cr), oxygen (02 ) 

and mercury (Hg) in the profile of SchmilkaIHrensko in the period from 1990 to 2001 

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 

COD·Cr AVG 47.917 45 37.667 33.846 30.462 28.769 28 28.846 29.154 29.538 24.923 21.077 
(mg/l) MIN 31 35 27 24 19 19 22 18 23 20 15 13 

MAX 63 57 63 72 50 37 33 42 36 42 66 28 

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 

°2 AVG 7.717 7.925 8.367 8.5 8.862 10.185 10.323 10.308 9.877 10.262 10.015 10.462 
(mg/l) MIN 3.7 5.7 3 5.2 4.9 6.7 8 7.5 6.6 7.9 8.2 8.2 

MAX 11.4 11.7 11.2 12.7 12.2 13.3 13.5 17.7 14.9 13.3 14.3 12.7 

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 

Mercury AVG 0.178 0.1·73 0.108 0.156 0.595 0.173 0.069 0.077 0.054 0.062 0.058 0.062 
(Ilg/l) MIN 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 

MAX 0.5 0.33 0.23 0.27 3.2 0.7 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 

state boundary). Meanwhile, medium concentrations of O2 are growing 
continually (see Fig. 2). Between the years 1990 and 2001, they increased 
from 7.7 to 10.5 mg/l, and minimum yearly values have not decreased below 
6.6 mg/l since 1995. 

Heavy metals. Medium yearly mercury (Hg) concentrations decreased on 
the boundary profile SchmilkaIHrensko from 0.178 pg/l to 0.062 pg/l between 
1990 and 2001. In the mentioned period, the variation range between 
maximum and minimum yearly values also decreased substantially. 

Nitrate nitrogen (N-NO:J. At the state boundary, medium annual values 
decreased from 5.2 mg/l in 1990 to 4.3 mg/l in 1999. 

Chemical oxygen demand. Medium annual values on the boundary profile 
SchmilkaIHrensko have decreased to less than a half of the original values. In 
1990, maximum measured concentration was 63 mg/l, but it 2001 the 
maximum was only 28 mg/l (see Fig. 3 and Tab. 3). 

We also registered a decrease of medium annual concentration values as 
regards some organic substances. However, AOX compounds (absorbable 
organic halogenated compounds) and hexachlorobenzene are exceptions, 
which originate from industrial sewage water. 

The pollution of washed-off soil and sediments is still very high, especially 
pollution with heavy metals (mercury and cadmium), AOX, 
hexachlorobenzene and tributylstannum. As regards phosphates and total 
phosphorus, first we registered a decrease of concentrations. However, no 
positive changes have occurred since 1994; average annual concentrations 
have rather been increasing. Gradual reduction of concentrations of harmful 
pollutants causes renewal of aquatic ecosystems. Everything indicates that in 
the last few years, the aquatic ecosystems are getting into their regenerative 
stage. 

Conclusion 

In spite of the significant progress, which is especially due to the 
continuous sanitation of sewage water in the Czech part of the Elbe 
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catchment area since 1990, it is necessary to adopt more measures in order to 
improve water quality even further: 

The inflow of harmful pollutants into water streams must be reduced further. 
It is necessary to continue building sewage water treatment plants at 
smaller industrial plants and especially in settlements with a population 
below 5,000. These diffusion sources excessively pollute surface water in 
the Elbe catchment area with nutrients (especially compounds of 
phosphorus and nitrogen). 
It is necessary to further reduce the thermal water pollution. 
Another important task is to reduce dangerous toxic substances originating 
from industry, such as mercury, chlorinated hydrocarbons, especially 
hexachlorobenzene and trichloromethane, as well as absorbable organic 
halogenated compounds (AOX) and EDTA. 
A substantial problem still is the influence of planar sources of substances 
on the quality of surface and underground waters. In many rural regions of 
the Czech part of the Elbe catchment area, the situation is not only getting 
better, it is getting worse. This concerns especially regions with a dominant 
influence of agriculture upon water quality. 
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Summary 

ZMENY KV ALITY VODY V CESKE CASTI POVODt LABE V 90. LETECH 
(dvanact let spoluprace Cechu a Nemcu. na Labi) 

Labe je nejvetsi rekou Ceske republiky. Prameni v Krkonosich v nadmorske rysce 
1 383,6 m nad morem, po 364,5 km prekracuje cesko - nemeckou statni hranici a,po 
1091,47 km se u mesta Cuxhaven vleva do Severru'ho more. Odvodiiuje 66,2 % uzemi CR 
ana statni hranici rna prumerny dlouhodoby prutok 315 m3/s, coz predstavuje 36 % vzJ1le
dem k prutoku v usti (877 m3/s). Z celkove plochy povodi Labe 148268 km2 pHpada na Ces
kou republiku 50 176 km2 (33,8 %) a Spolkovou republiku Nemecko 96 932 km2 (65,4 %). 
Zbylych 1160 km2 (0,8 %) lezi na uzemi Polska a Rakouska. 

Prumerny dlouhodoby rocni Uhrn srazek dosahuje v ceske casti povodi Labe 659 mm 
a prumerny specificky odtok cini 6,21.s·· I .km-2• Dlouhodoby prumerny rocni odtok v hranic
nim, profilu Hrensko je 10,06 mId. rna. Tomu odpovida odtokovy souCinitel 29,7 %. 

Udoini niva Labe byla na pocatku nasich dejin dulezitym migracnim koridorem a pozdeji 
ziskala znacny hospodlifsky vyznam. Cesky kral a rimsky cisar Karel IV. zndil v roce 1340 
"Komisi pnseznych mlynaru zemskych", ktera byla nejvyssi instituci pro vodohospodarske 
zalezitosti v Cechach. Ji byl podnzen i "KraIovsky hrabe plavebni", l5-tery sidlil na hrade 
Strekove a od roku 1348. mel dohled nad veskerou plavbou na Labi v Cechach i smerem do 
Saska. Dopravni vyznam Labe postupne vzrustal. Tomu odpovidal rozkvet hanzovniho 
mesta Hamburk, ktere se i pro uzemi Cech stalo dulezitou branou do zamon. 

Impulsem pro spolupraci Cechu a Nemcu na Labi v oblasti ochrany vod se stalo sjedno
ceni Nemecka. Dne 8. njna 1990 podepsali v Magdeburku ministri zivotniho prostredi teh
dejsi CSFR a SRN spolu se zastupcem Evropske komise "Dohodu 0 Mezinarodni komisi pro 
ochranu Labe". Pro vsechny zucastnene strany to byla vlibec prvni vzajemna mezinarodni 
smlouva. V roce 1992 byly navazany odborne kontakty mezi prednimi ryzkumnymi praco
visti na obou strariach hranic, ktere se dohodly na poradani spolecnych konferenci, tzv. 
Magdeburskych seminaru, a to ve dvouletych intervalech. Obe stran,y tak napliiuji zakIad
ni ideje Evropske vodni charty, ktera byla prijata pred tHceti lety ve Strasburku: "Voda ne
zna hranic, jako spolecny zdroj vyzaduje mezinarodni spolupraci". 

Vyzkum jakosti povrchovych vod rna na katedre fyzicke geografie a geoekologie Pnrodo
vedecke fakulty UK v Praze jiz petadvacetiletou tradici. V roce 1976 ji zalozil autor teto sta
ti jako spolureditel rozsahleho statniho projektu s nazvem "Vliv pnrodnich Cinitelu, teren
niho smyvu a odpadnich latek na jakost vody v tocich a nadrzich". 

Jiz na pocatku 90. let byly navazany uzke odborne kontakty s Universitou Hamburk 
a nekterymi vJzkumnymi institucemi v SRN. Spoluprace ve vyzkumu nam umoznila ziskat 
pnstup k datum i novemu software, ktery jsme vyuzili k modelovanijakosti vod v podelnem 
profilu tokli. Cile kontakty se projevily ve vymene pedagogU, pH odbornych praxich stu
dentu i doktorandu, pH organizovani spolecnych hydrologickych exkurzi a vyustily pnpra
YOU spoleenych publikaci. 

Dlouhodobe zapojeni geografU do analyzy jakosti vod znamenalo ryrazny prinos k meto
dice reseni: 
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Krome tradicnich vodohospodarskych postupu bylo zavedeno tzv. zavislostni hodnoceni 
jakosti vod. Spocivalo v hodnoceni statisticke zavislosti koncentrace znecis£ujicich latek ne
jen na prutoku vody, ale soucasne i na rocnim obdobi. Za vyuziti software Mike 11 a QUAL 
2E se provadi modelovani jakosti vody v podelnem profilu toku se zretelem na mnozstvi vy
poustenych odpadnich vod v bodovych zdrojich a hydraulicke pomery. Behem reseni je sta
le vice akcentovan regionalni pnstup k analyze jakosti vod. Ve vetsine nasich praci jsme se 
venovali hodnoceni bilance latkoveho odnosu z ploch povodi, pncemz tezistem naseho za
jmu se staly rozptylene zdroje latek, predevsim v zemedelsky vyuzivane krajine. Pro hod
noceni latkoveho odnosu z lizemi byl vyvinut gridove orientovany GIS model oznaceI}Y TY
COM, ktery je zalozen na kombinaci lidaju z dostupnych distancnich dat 0 Zemi. Reseni 
projektu Labe se stalo impulsem pro rozvoj noveho vyzkumneho smeru v ramci geografie na 
Pnrodovedecke fakulte revitalizace ncnich ekosyswmu. 

Na konci 80. let patnlo Labe k nevice znecistenym rekam Evropy. Od pocatku 90. let 
muzeme pozorovaJ stale zlepsovani kvality vody v Labi i jeho hlavnich pntocich. Pozitivni 
zmeny nastaly v CR nejprve v obdobi let 1990 az 1992 predevSim v dusledku markantniho 
poklesu objemu prumyslove vyroby a tim i poklesu objemu vypoustenych odpadnich vod do 
toku. Dalsiho zlepseni jakosti vod bylo pote dosazeno diky sanaci nejvetsich zdroju znecis
teni v prumyslu a velkych sidlech. V ceske casti povodi Labe bylo postaveno ci intenzifIko
vano 42 cistiren odpadnich vod. Na konci 90. let bylo na verejne kanalizace pnpojeno 74,7 % 
a na cistirny odpadnich vod 63,8 % obyvatel. 

Na zaver clanku jsou uvedeny konkretni priklady zlepseni jakosti vody v hranicnim pro
filu SchmilkaIHrensko, a to pro ukazatele koncentrace kysliku, rtuti, dusicnanoveho dusi
ku a organicke znecisteni vyjadrene parametrem CHSK (chemicka spotreba kysliku). Kro
me trendu zlepsovani jakosti vody upozornuje clanek rovnez na pretrvavajici problemy a 
pnnasi navrh opatreni pro dalSi zlepsovani kvality povrchovych vod v ceskem povodi Labe. 

Za seznamem literatury je pnpojen prehled wmat diplomovych praci a doktorskych di
sertaci, ktere se na katedre fyzicke geografie a geoekologie PrF UK Praha po roce 1980 za
byvaly analyzou jakosti vod. 

Obr. 1 - Povodi Labe 
Obr. 2 - Vyvoj koncentraci kysliku v hranicnim profilu SchmilkaIHrensko v obdobi 1990 az 

2001 
Obr. 3 - VYvoj koncentraci CHSK-Cr (chemicke spotreby kysliku) v hranicnim profilu Sch

milkaIHrensko v obdobi 1990 az 2001 
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